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SOCIAL COPY
Join us for our #ltalyUS160 Bilateral Relations
Conference, with speakers from both #ltaly & the U.S.
discussing this milestone & what lies ahead for diplomatic
relations between our two nations.
Tomorrow
9 am
ET
Register here:
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/celebrating-160years-of-us-italian-diplomatic-relations/
Are you an Italian researcher abroad? /’ Join #lnnovitalia
Hi, the virtual meeting space and international network
that connects universities, companies and research
centers, to create new projects and opportunities. #

s

DiplomaziaScientifica @ltalyMFA
https://www. youtube. com/watch?v=MTgXe3LANyY
connected to our oceans, as is our future. @ltalyMFA and
@OGS_IT implement blue technologies for the protection
of natural resources. #lnnovitalia #DiplomaziaScientifica
if
https://www. youtube. com/playlist?list=PL9zh4eHRSCDkz1
Nh5iEWHV_Z13aSql0dv
Let's celebrate #ltalianResearchDay2021 jr with
@ltalyMFA and @ENEAOfficial I I is among the world
leaders in research on nuclear fusion and is at the
forefront of renewable and safe solar energy production.
#DiplomaziaScientifica #lnnovitalia §f

Monday, April 12

Twitter

Tuesday, April 13

Twitter

https://www. youtube. com/playlist?list=PL9zh4eHRSCDkiFT
Ro-CI3wSUbZOzCtYBK
trafficking to climate change, which is why preservation is
an Italian #G20 Presidency priority. ICYMI: Watch all 3
videos from the @g20org webinar cycle on cultural
protection on @MiC Italia's website:
https://www.beniculturali.it/g20webinar
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Twitter

and @INFN_are committed to protecting health, ensuring
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Twitter
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We're celebrating #ltalyUS160 with an exhibition of
historical documents on the beginning of diplomatic
relations between our two nations, including letters,
reports, books, & agreements, from the Historical
Diplomatic Archive of @ltalyMFA! I JNy HI Learn more:
https://www.italyus160.org/4990/exhibition-of-historicaldiplomatic-documents/ #diplocarte
Let's celebrate #ltalianResearchDay2021 f with the
collaboration between @ltalyMFA and @mediainaf!
#DiplomaziaScientifica #lnnovitalia Adaptive optics is the
state-of-the-art technology V that allows for very high
definition images of galaxies, yi?
https://www. youtube. com/playlist?list=PL9zh4eHRSCDkxX
7tpZH93gV5pvmK4e1 nO
Let's celebrate #ltalianResearchDay2021 f #lnnovation,
competitiveness & research into technologies respondent
to the needs of citizens: these are the objectives of the
partnership between @ltalyMFA& @CNRsocial_
#DiplomaziaScientifica #lnnovitalia
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9zh4eHRSCDmE_
ys3h5SdbSclblerH4hH
Let's celebrate #ltalianResearchDay2021 / with
@ltalyMFA& @ASI_spazio! The I I space industry
provides world-class contributions for equipment, orbiting
and surface elements in the main ^ missions.
#lnnovitalia #DiplomaziaScientifica Jhttps://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9zh4eHRSCDIQ7h
CSvC 1 lp4H 1 gdc28Ci9
commemorate the birth of one of Italy's greatest treasures,
up to learn more!
Swipe up to join the #ltalyUS160 Bilateral Relations
Conference right now!
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With 160 years of diplomatic relations, the history between
the U.S. and Italy is deep and fascinating. To celebrate our
160th year, we've created an exhibition of historical
documents on the beginning of diplomatic relations
between our two nations, in collaboration with the Historical
Diplomatic Archive and the Library of @ltalyMFA! We'll be
sharing more information about this exhibition and
highlighting documents through the next few weeks. For
now, visit the link in our bio to learn more about the
exhibition. #ltalyUS160 #diplocarte
Italy is committed to reducing black carbon emissions from
the transport sector. In 2006, the Italian government began
the Sustainable Mobility Fund, which provides grants to
start-ups, scale-ups and SMEs for projects that find
innovative solutions in the urban mobility sector. The
program has been successful in bringing Italian
transportation into the 21st century!
Between 1990 and 2019, greenhouse gas emissions in
Italy decreased by 17%! Italy continues to work to lower
greenhouse gas emissions and find more sustainable
means of energy consumption.
On this day in 1452, Leonardo da Vinci was born!
Italian Research Day is celebrated annually on April 15 to
coincide with the birthday of the great scientific thinker and
original Renaissance man.
celebrating da Vinci today with a message from speaker,
coach, and author of "How to Think Like Leonardo Da
Vinci," @michaeljgelb! In his message for our #ltalyUS160
virtual guestbook, Gelb looks forward to the future of ItalyU.S. relations, because "together our traditions of genius
can spark the world to new heights of innovation!"
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To commemorate #ltalyUS160, the Embassy of Italy,
@AtlanticCouncil and @ISPIonline are hosting the 160th
Anniversary Bilateral Relations Conference! Join us
tomorrow to hear Italian and American leaders discuss the
partnership between the Biden and Draghi administrations
and how our two nations will continue to leverage this
partnership in the future. The conference begins tomorrow
at 9 am ET and will be streamed right here on Facebook
Live. If you'd like to be a part of the conversation, register
here: https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/celebrating-160years-of-us-italian-diplomatic-relations/
Are you an Italian researcher abroad?
Join #lnnovitalia
Hi, the virtual meeting space and international network
that connects universities, companies and research
centers, to create new projects and opportunities. #
DiplomaziaScientifica @ltalyMFA.it For further information
Q https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTgXe3LANyY
the newly unified Kingdom of Italy. On this 160th
anniversary of diplomatic relations, we're taking a deep
dive into the history of the beginning of diplomatic
relations between our two countries. Long before the
official beginning of diplomatic relations, Italy and the
United States began building a relationship with one
another. Historical documents tell us that the United
States first expresssed interest in strengthening political
ties with the Kingdom of Sardinia back in 1838! To
celebrate our strong friendship, we're presenting an
exhibition of letters, dispatches, reports, books, and
agreement between the U.S. and Italy in the earliest
stages of our diplomatic relations. Check it out!
https://www.italyus160.org/4990/exhibition-of-historicaldiplomatic-documents/
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Leading up to #EarthDay2021 next week, we want to
highlight the wonderful ways Italy is working to be a leader
in sustainability and climate justice. Did you know that Italy
is the first country to incorporate climate change and
sustainable development into its national curriculum? Since
2019, Italian students spend one hour a week discussing
climate change issues in the classroom. Learn more about
this initiative: https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-climatechange-italy-exclusive-idUKKBN1XF1E5
On this day in 1452, Leonardo da Vinci was born!
Italian Research Day is celebrated annually on April 15 to
coincide with the birthday of the great scientific thinker and
original Renaissance man.
“Why are relations between Italy and the United States so
important? Because together our countries express the
greatest flourishing of humanity's genius.” On this day in
1452, the original Renaissance man, Leonardo da Vinci,
was born in Anchiano, Italy. We're celebrating with a
message from @MichaelJGelbAuthorSpeaker, author of
"How to Think Like Leonardo da Vinci." Gelb talks about
the ways American thinkers built upon Italian
thinkers—like da Vinci and Benjamin Franklin—to discover
everything from electricity to our very democracy. Happy
birthday, Leonardo!
For more virtual guestbook entries
italyus160.org/guestbook LI N? Si
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